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Legumes/Grasses/Broadleaves
Warm & Cool Season 

15 SPECIES BLEND



*currently based on the average of 6 feed tests

Tonnes: 7-12 mt/acre

Protein: 12.9 – 16.7

Total digestible nutrients (tdn): 58-65

Relative Feed Value: 120-125

SILAGE Summary



Observations: 
- later seeded, more warm season plants, higher 
energy, lower protein

-limited re-growth due to little moisture

Protein: 13.46
TDN: 58.87
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Observations:
- early seeded, cool season dominated, excellent 
protein, tonnage & energy.

-re-growth was average (limited moisture)

Protein: 15.91
TDN: 65.75
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Observations:
- early seeded, early harvest, nice balance of 
warm & cool season plant species

-re-growth was excellent due to early harvest and 
rainfall

Protein: 14.0
TDN: 58.1
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Protein: 14.5
TDN: 64.2
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Observations:
- nice mix of warm & cool season plant species 
resulting in a nice balanced ration



Observations:
-Early seeded, early moisture resulted in a cool 
season legume heavy blend. 

-Ideal conditions (cool/wet) for forage pea growth 
resulted in higher protein.

Protein: 16.3
TDN:
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Observations:
-Light land resulted in a warm season grass 
dominated blend and lower protein

Protein: 13.03
TDN: 56.27
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*currently based on the average of 3 feed tests

Ibs/acre: 5000 +

Protein: 12.4-15.3

Total digestible nutrients (tdn): 58-63

Relative Feed Value: 115 

Dry hay Summary



Protein: 14.1
TDN: 58.8
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Observations:
- nice mix of warm & cool season plant species 
resulting in a nice balanced ration



Observations:
-an ideal mix of warm & cool season 
legumes/grasses

Protein: 13.50
TDN: 63.06
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Observations:
-timely late summer/fall rains resulted in good re-
growth

Protein: 15.45
TDN: 65.13
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Observations:

Protein: 12.62
TDN: 57.60
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